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Since the early 1980s and the increase in popularity of electronic music, FM synthesis
has become one of the staple techniques for electronic music synthesis in the industry.
By varying several key parameters in the frequency modulation equation, one can pro-
duce unique and complex temporally evolving sounds with minimal computation. While
modern techniques such as Wavetable synthesis or Waveguide synthesis are better at re-
producing instrumental sounds, they either require direct sampling of musical instruments
and storage in memory, or are computationally expensive. FM synthesis on the other hand
is relatively inexpensive computationally, and requires no storage of presampled musical
instrument sounds, making it ideal for many mobile platforms where memory is limited,
and computation power is less than that of a proper computer.
This thesis focuses on implementation of an open source Music Synthesizer Application
for Android OS with FM Synthesis as the backbone. It goes into detail about the theory
behind FM synthesis, how it can be utilized in conjunction with amplitude envelopes to
emulate different instrument types, as well as methods for implementing pure FM synthesis
with different waveform shapes while maintaining low latency, which is very important for
real-time computing applications. The resulting Android OS application goes beyond just
FM synthesis, and provides additional features such as multiple tone generators (called
oscillators) for pseudo-polyphony, different amplitude envelope shapes to emulate different
instrument types, as well as audio effects such as distortion, chorus, and echo-delay.
Subject Keywords: Frequency Modulation Music Synthesis; Real-time Embedded DSP;
Mobile System; Android OS
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Upon his discovery that the standard communication technique of frequency modula-
tion (FM) could be applied at audible frequencies to produce dynamic and temporally
evolving sound, John M. Chowning paved the path for the rise the of electronic music syn-
thesis industry. His paper, The Synthesis of Complex Audio Spectra by Means of Frequency
Modulation [1] demonstrated that by varying the modulation index along with other pa-
rameters of the frequency modulation equation, shown in Equation (1.1), one can produce
harmonically-rich waveforms that are able to emulate the frequency spectrum of real-life
instruments.








ωc = Carrier Frequency in radians
M = Modulation Index
ωm = Modulation Frequency in radians
Chowning’s findings had such great untapped potential that Yamaha went on to purchase
exclusive rights to his patents, and began a decades-long process to further develop this
concept into proper electronic music instruments. This gave birth to the lesser known
Yamaha GS-1, which was the first commercially available synthesizer released by Yamaha
to use FM synthesis as its backbone. Later in the 1980s, Yamaha released the legendary
DX7, which revolutionized the electronic music synthesis industry, and popularized FM
synthesis as a powerful technique for music production [2].
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However, due to its difficult-to-master nature, as well as the invention of better sound
generation techniques only made possible as a result of improvements in computation power
and memory storage capabilities of VLSI systems, FM synthesis saw a downfall in its pop-
ularity. Many platforms, to this day, still provide FM synthesis as a music generation tech-
nique, yet only as an additional capability of the platform alongside the main techniques
of wavetable synthesis or waveguide synthesis. While these new techniques are generally
excellent at producing instrument sounds, they are based on either direct sampling of in-
strument sounds, or highly complex physics based modeling of instruments using numerous
filter chains that require relatively high computation power, making them unsuitable for
mobile platforms. FM synthesis on the other hand is relatively inexpensive computation-
ally, and requires no storage of presampled musical instrument sounds, making it ideal for
many mobile platforms, where memory is limited, and computation power is less than that
of a proper computer.
1.2 Objective
The primary objective of this project is to develop an open-source Android application
implementing a music synthesizer focusing mainly on FM synthesis as its core technique.
While many popular synthesizers today offer the secondary ability to perform FM synthesis,
their inner workings are abstracted behind patents and proprietary software. Not only
that, but most of the powerful electronic music synthesis applications exist for computers
only, leaving the mobile music synthesis market a little dry. The appeal of developing
applications for computers is obvious: computers have far greater computing power than
mobile devices do, and they have a lot more memory available as well. Techniques such as
wavetable synthesis utilize a lot more memory as they require pre-sampled recordings of
musical instrument sounds to be stored in memory, whereas waveguide synthesis requires a
lot more computation power as it implements the physics of a musical instrument utilizing
complex filter chains. Both of these resources are relatively limited on mobile devices
compared to computers. On the other hand, FM synthesis requires neither high memory
consumption nor high computation performance, making it the perfect candidate for a
music synthesis application for mobile devices.
On top of that, a quick survey of both the iOS App Store and the Android Play Store
reveals that while iOS has many mobile versions of music synthesis applications, the An-
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droid Play Store has very few applications dedicated to music synthesis. Therefore, a
secondary objective of this project is to experiment with Android Studio, learning Java
programming in the process, and developing the application from ground up utilizing only
the native standard libraries available. The purpose behind using native libraries is to
minimize dependencies on external libraries that could potentially pose portability issues
between different mobile devices that utilize Android OS.
A tertiary objective of this project is personal development and growth. I simply want
to expand my knowledge base and programming skills by learning more about App de-
velopment along with Java programming and associated concepts such as object oriented
programming, multi-threading, etc.
Additionally, it should be noted that part of this project was completed in conjunction
with a UIUC student, as well as a very close friend of mine, Yael Legaria. Both of us
decided to take ECE 420 Embedded DSP Lab course in the Fall 2020 semester, and as a
final project, we decided to implement Chowning’s FM synthesis algorithm to develop a
music synthesizer app in Android Studio. Without his help, this project would not have
come to fruition, and I would have lacked the vision required to take the project to the next
step. While almost all of the software from the previous year’s work is re-written to be
better suited for a proper music synthesis application, I would be remiss not to mention the
groundwork that was laid out in the previous semester by Yael Legaria and myself which
allowed me to understand the concepts surrounding music synthesis and further develop
the application.
1.3 Contributions
Summarized below are some of the keystones of this project:
 Revives FM synthesis technique for use in Mobile platforms, specifically Android OS,
where there is already a lack of music synthesis applications.
 Demonstrates the power of FM synthesis along with amplitude envelope design to
produce harmonically rich and temporally evolving sounds that emulate real musical
instruments.
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 Showcases the difference between pure FM synthesis and “phase modulation” syn-
thesis as is used by many synthesizers.
 Provides computationally efficient trigonometric expressions for computing triangle,
sawtooth, and square waveforms, as well as their integral waveforms compared to the
normally used Fourier summation synthesis.
 Demonstrates real-time complex waveform calculation capabilities with low latency.
 Proves FM synthesis can be utilized on mobile platforms to provide tremendous
flexibility in the type of sound produced.
 Shows how different filters or audio effects can be easily combined with FM synthesis




In Chowning’s paper, the synthesis of complex waveforms using the frequency modula-
tion equation is implemented in MUSIC V, a sound-synthesis program developed by Bell
Laboratories in the late 1960s [3]. The advantage of using MUSIC V to produce the results
for his research was that Chowning was able to work with an interface that allowed him to
produce interesting waveforms while tweaking the parameters of his synthesized waveforms
in a straightforward and intuitive manner. Figure 2.1 illustrates the flow structure of how
MUSIC V was used to implement Chowning’s FM synthesis algorithm, utilizing basic fun-
damental blocks such as oscillators, summers, and amplitude envelopes. For this project,
the simplicity of this diagram and the division of synthesis into fundamental blocks is used
as a launch point for developing a relatively user-friendly and intuitive interface.
Figure 2.1: Simple FM circuit represented in MUSIC V notation from Chowning’s paper.
The most insightful part of Chowning’s paper is the application of the frequency mod-
ulation equation in conjunction with variable amplitude and modulation index envelopes,
enabling the synthesis of waveforms that are able to replicate brass, woodwind, and per-
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cussion tones. Chowning also provides guidelines as to how the frequency spectrum for
each of these instruments should behave. For example, Chowning states that brass instru-
ment sounds should have both even and odd harmonics present with the higher harmonics
increasing in intensity over time, woodwind instrument sounds should have a frequency
spectrum with odd harmonics only, and percussion instrument sounds should have an in-
harmonic frequency spectrum that evolves from complex to simple.
While Chowning’s paper only discusses frequency modulation between two sine waves,
for this project, the application allows the users to perform synthesis between four standard
waveform types – sine, triangle, sawtooth, and square – as well as random noise. Alongside
the four standard waveforms, their normalized integral waveforms are also available to
perform pure frequency modulation, rather than phase modulation, as is the case with
many synthesizers claiming to perform FM synthesis.
Since Chowning’s paper is the most comprehensive resource on using FM for sound syn-
thesis, a significant amount of time is dedicated towards implementing frequency modula-
tion with other non-sinusoidal waveforms without compromising latency. In addition to the
lack of resources on the actual implementation of FM synthesis with non-sinusoidal wave-
forms, what gives this challenge an additional level of complexity is the fact that the user
has total control over both the carrier wave and modulating wave frequencies. While many
existing software synthesizers implement look-up tables that hold precomputed values of
every available waveform that can be played by the user, as is the case with Wavetable syn-
thesis, it would be impossible to implement such a functionality in this application because
the user can manually set the parameters for the waveforms to any arbitrary numerical
value. For any given carrier frequency, there are countless modulating frequencies that can
be used to change the shape of the carrier wave, in addition to having different modulating
envelopes, as well as different modulating waveform shape. In other words, there is no way
of knowing beforehand what waveform the user will choose to generate, and since there are
virtually infinite combinations, each waveform must be computed spontaneously based on
the user inputted parameters.
Because we are unable to find any resources describing the equations needed to per-
form FM synthesis with triangle, sawtooth, and square waves acting as the modulating
waveform, the only option for implementing this portion of the project is to derive their re-
spective FM synthesis equations by hand. In fact, many synthesizers produced by Yamaha,
including the DX7, implement phase modulation instead of frequency modulation as they
claim. However, due to the fact that those synthesizers only utilize sinusoidal waveforms,
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mathematically, there is no difference between PM and FM, and thus it is still an accept-
able claim. As such, it remains unclear if any current existing software synthesizer plugins
claiming to perform FM synthesis actually use frequency modulation when modulating
with non-sinusoidal waveforms, or are instead just confusing it with phase modulation and
marketing it as frequency modulation. Since Chowning’s paper fails to mention that the
phase argument of the carrier wave needs to integrate the modulating wave, it is plausible
to see how the two can easily be confused given that the integral of a sine wave is a cosine,
which is just a phase-shifted sine. Therefore it would appear to those who are unfamiliar
with frequency modulation theory that FM synthesis just involves plugging in the modu-
lating wave directly into the carrier wave without first performing integration (which would
just result in phase modulation).
In addition to determining the equations for FM synthesis with non-sinusoidal waveforms
manually, the functions to approximate the amplitude/modulation envelopes are also ex-
perimentally determined, as Chowning does not provide equations for these envelopes in





To start off with, Figure 3.1 illustrates the functionality of the application at a high level.
The user has many different parameters to play with to produce different sound. For a
single key press, a total of six oscillator-envelope pairs are used. Each oscillator is capable of
producing seven different waveforms – sine, cosine (sine-integral), triangle, triangle-integral,
sawtooth, sawtooth-integral, square, square-integral (which is just a triangle waveform, so
it is not counted) – as well as random noise. There are five different envelope functions
programmed into the application: constant, woodwind, brass, percussion carrier amplitude,
and percussion modulator amplitude. This means that there are a total of 8 × 5 = 40
combinations for how each oscillator-envelope pair can be configured. However, that is
only true if the oscillator-envelope pairs are used in parallel, i.e. their outputs are simply
summed up together, without any one of them interacting with other for FM. The real
power of the application is provided by the algorithm matrix, which provides a significant
amount of flexibility to the user in choosing how each of the six oscillator-envelope pairs
interact with each other. More on this is discussed in section 3.4.
Those are not the only parameters the user can play with. The application allows the user
to set any arbitrary (positive) value for the frequency multiplier for any of the oscillators,
as well as any arbitrary (positive) frequency offset, which allows the user to play any
frequency of sound regardless of the 8-octave, 25-key keyboard available. They keyboard
provides built-in base frequencies ranging from 32.7Hz to 8, 372Hz. On top of that, the
user can also adjust the shape of the built-in amplitude envelopes by tweaking the attack
time duration, decay time duration, sustain time duration, release time duration, as well
as give offsets for the maximum amplitude, the sustained amplitude, and the minimum
amplitude. The application also provides two very simple audio filter options: high pass,
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or low pass. Finally, the user also has the ability to perform three key types of audio effects
on the sound they produce, which include distortion, chorus, and echo-delay effect. The
user can set the parameters for each of these effects in a reasonable range to determine how
strongly the effect is applied to the output of the audio signal. When all of these factors
are considered, the user has a significant amount of flexibility with the type of sound they
can produce.
Figure 3.1: High-Level overview of the FM Synthesizer application.
3.2 Wave Synthesis
The backbone of this application is frequency modulation, and Equation (3.1) general-
izes Equation (1.1), as well as depicts the FM equation in discrete time notation. This
generalization now mirror’s the application’s proposed capabilities of being able to mod-
ulate any of the given eight waveform types with each other. Therefore, it is imperative
to determine mathematical expressions to frequency modulate different waveform types so
that they could be implemented in software.






n = Sample Number
Ts = Sampling Rate
ωc = Carrier frequency in radians
ωm = Modulation frequency in radians
fc = Carrier function (i.e. sine, triangle, sawtooth, etc.)
fm = Modulation function (i.e. sine, triangle, sawtooth, etc.)
s[n] = FM Synthesis waveform
A[n] = Amplitude envelope function
M [n] = Modulation envelope function (time varying modulation index)
The first step in generating any type of sound is wave synthesis, meaning generating an
overall waveform which can then be passed through a set of filters and various FX-chain
blocks to produce the output sound. The characteristics of the main waveform such as
the carrier frequency determine the overall pitch of the sound for most sound synthesis
techniques. However, for FM synthesis, the pitch of the final tone is dependent on both
the frequency of the carrier waveform and the modulating waveform, as the ratio between
the two determines the harmonic content present in the overall signal that gets fed into
amplitude filters as well as the FX chain.
As per the project proposal, all seven waveform shapes (sine, cosine, triangle, triangle-
integral, sawtooth, sawtooth-integral, and square) and random noise can be used for both
the carrier waveform, as well as the modulating waveform. This provides a total of 8×8 = 64
different combinations that can be used to produce sound. However, not all of the com-
binations are useful or practical. For example, modulating random noise with any of the
other seven waveforms, or even noise, just results in more random noise and doesn’t re-
ally produce any audible difference. Therefore, practically speaking, there are a total of
(7×7)+7 = 56 different combinations. The first 49 combinations are from modulating the
seven different type of waveforms with themselves, and the additional seven combinations
are from modulating the seven waveform shapes with random noise, which does result in
distinguishable change to the original carrier waveform’s harmonic spectrum. Note that
not all of these combinations are pure FM synthesis, and in fact, some are considered
PM synthesis. Pure FM synthesis only occurs when the integral of modulator waveform
shape types is utilized as the phase argument for the carrier. As it was mentioned in the
introduction, many of available synthesizers utilize phase modulation instead of true fre-
quency modulation, as they do not integrate the phase argument. However, when using
purely sinusoidal waveforms, phase modulation and frequency modulation are mathemat-
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ically equivalent. An intuitive way to prove this is that the integral of a sine wave (as is
required by FM, but not PM), is a cosine wave, which is yet again just a phase shifted sine
wave. Therefore, when utilizing only sine waves for FM synthesis, phase modulation can
be substituted for pure FM. However, that is not the case when non-sinusoidal waveform
shapes are utilized.
As the goal of this project is to provide pure FM synthesis using wave shapes other
than just sinusoidal, in order to implement the triangle, sawtooth, and square waveforms,
we initially used the Fourier summation technique. Since all periodic waveforms can be
decomposed into their Fourier series coefficients, we decided to utilize that technique to
generate the waveforms. Equations (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4) show the infinite Fourier series
summation required to generate the different waveforms. Rather than actually performing
infinite summation, which is impossible, we decided to use a fixed value of 50 coefficients,
meaning summing up 50 harmonics of the fundamental frequency to achieve an approximate
wave shape. Since the triangle and square waves are half-wave symmetric, only the odd
harmonics are present and thus only 25 summations are necessary. However, the sawtooth
waveform is not half-wave symmetric, and so it contains both even and odd harmonics,
requiring the full 50 summations. It should be noted that the figure of 50 summations was
arbitrarily chosen based on experimentation, and the resultant waveforms were relatively
close in shape to their ideal versions. Figure 3.2 shows the resultant Fourier summation
waveforms with varying n value for triangle, sawtooth, and square waves respectively. As
can be seen in the figure, the triangle waveform is adequately described by using a n value
of 10, meaning 5 harmonic summations, but the sawtooth and square waveforms are much
























sin(nωt) for all n (3.4)
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Figure 3.2: Wave synthesis using Fourier series for triangle, sawtooth, and square waves
as a result of varying the order of summation (n value).
The reason for selecting Fourier summation to generate the different periodic functions,
rather than simpler programming techniques such as linear ramp coupled with a modulo
function or simple conditional statements in the case of the square wave was because
these simple approaches did not provide an easy way to change the phase of the desired
waveform when calculating it. Thus, the simpler function definitions would have been
sufficient in generating the modulating waveform, as those were a constant phase, but in
order to perform FM synthesis, the carrier waveform generation requires the modulation
wave integral as a phase argument as well, which was not viable for functions without a
conventionally-defined input phase (i.e. the notion of phase for a triangle wave composed
of piece-wise linear functions is different from that of a triangle wave composed via Fourier
synthesis as Fourier synthesis uses trigonometric functions which already have a built in
phase argument). On the other hand, using the Fourier series summation technique meant
that everything would be represented with sinusoidal waveforms, allowing a phase argument
to be passed into any of our functions to perform FM synthesis. Equation (3.5) shows
the resultant expression that would need to be implemented as a computer program to
synthesize a sawtooth waveform modulated by a triangle waveform. Note that while the
expression for the waveform calculation is given as a function of time, it can easily be
discretized by simply switching the time domain variable t with x · Ts where x is the index




















Ac(t) = ADSR Envelope as a function of time
ωc = Carrier Frequency in radians
M(t) = Modulation Index Envelope as a function of time
ωm = Modulating Frequency in radians
The main issues with wave synthesis using the Fourier summation technique as described
above is computational complexity and latency. Based on the expression shown in Equation
(3.5), the computational complexity of such a calculation for synthesizing waveforms is
O(n2) as it requires a summation within a summation. When this technique was first
implemented in Android Studio using Java, the latency for generating a one-second long
waveform with modulation was over 2 seconds under certain parameters. Switching over
to C++ and using a different C++ based library decreased the latency quite a bit, but
it was still easily noticeable. Since one of the project requirements is that the latency
for producing sound from after the click of a button must be no more than 10 ms, this
approach was deemed unacceptable. Therefore, either some radical changes needed to be
made either to the mathematical expressions utilized to generate the waveforms, or to the
underlying architecture used to handle the audio buffers, perhaps switching to a pipe-lining
architecture. However, since the Audio library was already implemented by a third party
that imposed its own limitations on how the audio stream parameters were defined, making
changes to the source code was not advisable, and thus it was decided that the technique
for synthesizing the waveforms needed to change.
After some deliberation, it was determined that the square wave could easily be defined
by passing in a sinusoidal waveform to the sign or signum function. This is ideal for defining
the square waveform because two computationally constant time functions (sign and sine)
can be utilized to define the square wave, with the added benefit that the sine function
allows for an overall phase argument for the square wave synthesis. Using this information,
further research was conducted on the internet until a Wolfram-alpha page was found that
contained trigonometric functions to describe the three waveforms required – square [4],
triangle [5], and sawtooth [6]. The square wave page confirmed our derivation of a square
wave synthesis, and the triangle and sawtooth wave pages provided us with trigonometric
expressions for the remaining two fundamental waveforms.
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This is exactly what is required, as the trigonometric functions not only allow for a
much faster computation time relative to Fourier summation synthesis, but they also allow
for a phase argument to be passed in, and eliminate the Gibbs-phenomenon type ringing
apparent at the rise and fall edges of the non-sinusoidal waveforms as a result of a lower
order summation, as can be seen in Figure 3.2. Shown in Equations (3.6) to (3.9) are the
expressions utilized for synthesizing four of the seven waveform shapes used in this project.
The left side is the continuous time domain expression and the right side is the discrete
time domain expression.




arcsin(sin(2πft+ φ))⇐⇒ ftriangle[n] =
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fsquare(t) = sgn(sin(2πft+ φ))⇐⇒ fsquare[n] = sgn(sin(2πfnTs + φ)) (3.9)
f = Frequency in Hz
t = Time
φ = Phase shift
n = Discrete time index
Ts = Sampling Period
However, frequency modulation also integrates the modulating waveform, which means
that closed-form solutions for the integrals of sine, triangle, sawtooth, and square wave-
forms also need to be determined. The integral of the sine wave and square wave are
straightforward, as for the sine wave it is simply a cosine wave, and the integral of the
square wave is a triangle wave. As such, only the integrals for the triangle wave and saw-
tooth wave need to be determined. Unfortunately, we are not able to find any closed-form
solutions for the triangle wave or sawtooth wave integrals online or in any other research
paper. Thus, utilizing the prior Fourier summation definition of triangle and sawtooth
waveforms, we are able to derive the mathematical expressions for the integral of triangle
and sawtooth waveforms. For further explanations of these waveforms and their derivation,
please refer to Appendix A. Once again, the Fourier summation method is not a viable
option due to the additional computation time and latency, and therefore, we conclude
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that in the best interest of the project, approximations for the two integrals can suffice,
and we can easily define the general shapes of the integrals of the two waveforms based on
prior experimentation with trigonometric functions. Shown in Equations (3.10) to (3.13)
are the equations describing the closed form integral expression for the four fundamental
waveform shapes. Note that these integrals are normalized so their magnitude is between
−1 and 1. Figure 3.3 shows the four waveforms plotted along with their integrals.
∫
fsine(t) = cos(2πft+ φ)⇐⇒
∫





































Figure 3.3: Normalized plots of the four basic waveforms (blue) and their integrals
(orange).
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3.3 Amplitude Envelope Functions
A key aspect of generating instrument-like sounds is the ADSR (Attack, Decay, Sus-
tained, Release) envelope, which is essentially the envelope that causes the amplitude of
the output sound waveform to evolve over time to match that of a real instrument being
played. However, the FM sound synthesis technique introduces an additional envelope –
the modulating index envelope. This is the envelope that dynamically varies the modulat-
ing index over the time of the signal to help mimic the temporal evolution of the frequency
spectra of different instruments when a note is played. In his paper, Chowning describes the
ADSR and modulation index envelope functions for three main type of instruments: wood-
wind, brass, and percussion. Hence, those are the three instrument types we implement in
this application.
The first envelope implemented is the brass envelope. Shown in Figure 3.4a is the enve-
lope function provided in Chowning’s paper, while Figure 3.4b shows our implementation
of the Brass envelope function. Equation (3.14) shows the discrete time piece-wise function
utilized to implement the brass envelope function.
(a) Brass envelope function (Chowning) (b) Brass envelope function (Lab Implementation)






· nTs +minV al 0 ≤ nTs < aTime
sV al−maxV al
dT ime−aT ime · (nTs − aT ime) +maxV al aT ime ≤ nTs < dTime
sV al dT ime ≤ nTs < sTime
minV al−sV al
rT ime−sT ime · (nTs − sT ime) + sV al sT ime ≤ nTs ≤ rT ime
0 otherwise
(3.14)
n = Discrete index
Ts = Sampling rate
maxV al = Maximum Value of the Envelope
minV al = Minimum Value of the Envelope
sV al = Value of the Envelope in “Sustain” phase
aT ime = Time from zero until “Attack” phase is over
dT ime = Time from zero until “Decay” phase is over
sT ime = Time from zero until “Sustain” phase is over
rT ime = Time from zero until “Release” Phase is over
It is mentioned in Chowning’s paper that for brass-like tones, the modulation index
function is proportional to the carrier amplitude envelope function, and so rather than
developing a separate function for the modulation index, we can utilize the same function
as shown in Equation (3.14), allowing for appropriate scaling and vertical translation within
the function definition. Figure 3.5 shows the effect of modulation index over time. On the
left, the spectrogram shows no frequency content change over time, which is expected as the
brass tone is played with constant modulation index. However, on the right, the evolution
of the frequency content mirrors the shape of the brass envelope function as expected.
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Figure 3.5: Spectrograms generated for brass-like tones using constant modulation (left),
and using the modulation index envelope function (right).
Next, the woodwind instrument envelope is implemented. Once again, since Chowning
does not actually provide any mathematical expressions for the envelopes but only their
general shape, we decide to closely approximate the amplitude shape he describes in his
paper. Equation (3.15) shows the piece-wise discrete domain function utilized to implement
the woodwind envelope. Note that for this envelope, the decay time argument (dT ime) is
















0 ≤ nTs < aTime
sV al aT ime ≤ nTs < sTime
















(a) Woodwind envelope function (Chowning) (b) Woodwind envelope function (Lab
Implementation)
Figure 3.6: Woodwind envelope functions.
According to Chowning, woodwind-like tones can be generated by making the modulation
index envelope inversely proportional to the amplitude envelope, or by simply having an
even multiple difference between the carrier frequency and the modulator frequency. Thus,
we decided to once again use the same function for both the amplitude and modulation
index envelopes. However, using the same envelope shape means that we need to ensure that
the ratio between the modulating waveform and the carrier waveform is an integer in order
to produce harmonics that are representative of woodwind tones. Shown in Figure 3.7 are
the spectrograms produced when a woodwind tone is generated using constant modulation
index, and when the same tone is generated using the modulation index envelope. As
can be seen, when the modulation envelope is applied, the frequency content dynamically
changes over time to mirror the shape of the woodwind envelope function.
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Figure 3.7: Spectrograms generated for woodwind-like tones using constant modulation
(left), and using the modulation index envelope function (right).
The third envelope function implemented is the percussion envelope. The percussion
tones are the only ones that require somewhat different shapes for the carrier amplitude
envelope and the modulating index envelope. Therefore, two different envelopes are spe-
cially created for the percussion-like tones. Equation (3.16) shows the discrete-time expres-
sion used to generate the carrier amplitude envelope function, and Figure 3.8a shows the
carrier amplitude envelope suggested by Chowning, while Figure 3.8b shows a plot of our
implementation. Note that for the percussion envelope, the attack time (aT ime), decay
time (dT ime), or release time (rT ime) arguments are not used as a percussive note cannot
be held on. Instead, just one parameter is used to represent how long the overall decay of
the note should last, and arbitrarily, the sustain time value is used for the application to
determine how long the percussive note is played for.
y[n] =
(maxV al −minV al) · (
4.863(nTs/sT ime)2+0.75
1000(nTs/sT ime)7+1.0




(a) Perc amplitude envelope function (Chowning) (b) Perc amplitude envelope function (Lab
Implementation)
Figure 3.8: Percussion amplitude envelope functions.
Next, the modulation index envelope function for percussion instruments is implemented.
Equation (3.17) shows the expression used to generate the envelope, and Figure 3.9a shows
the modulation index envelope function suggested by Chowning while Figure 3.9b shows
a plot of our implementation. It is interesting to note that the modulation index function
shows a sharp decay, somewhat indicating that when a percussive instrument is struck,
there is a high degree of spectral variance in the harmonic content of the sound, however,
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(a) Perc mod index envelope function (Chowning) (b) Perc mod index envelope function (Lab
Implementation)
Figure 3.9: Percussion modulation index envelope functions.
Finally, Figure 3.10 shows the effect of the modulation index function on the frequency
content of the percussive sound generated as it evolves over time. On the left, the frequency
content of the spectrum stays constant throughout the duration of the waveform, however,
on the right it can be noticed that once the modulation index envelope is applied, the
sound waveform starts off with a diverse frequency spectrum but around 0.3s when the
modulation index function reaches a zero value, the harmonics are all canceled out and a
single tone is produced. This is precisely what is described in Chowning’s paper as well.
Figure 3.10: Spectrograms generated for percussion-like tones using constant modulation
(left), and using the modulation index envelope function (right).
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3.4 Algorithm Matrix Implementation
A fresh addition made to the previous version of the application is the implementation
of a user programmable “Algorithm” option. For this section, the term “Algorithm” refers
to the way in which the user can string together the six provided oscillator-envelope pairs.
The reason for selecting six oscillator-envelope pairs is based on what the original Yamaha
DX7 is capable of. An unintentional, yet obvious, capability that is possible due to the im-
plementation of an algorithm programming capability for the application is that alongside
simply performing FM synthesis, the user can also perform a limited version of additive
synthesis, where the outputs of different oscillators are simply summed up together. Be-
cause we are unable to find any information on how the original DX7 implemented its
algorithm programming capability in software, the methodology discussed below is a sim-
plistic approach devised by us to accomplish something similar to what the DX7 may offer.
First thing to understand is the fundamental algorithm building blocks. As stated earlier,
Yamaha DX7 came preloaded with a large quantity of algorithms to describe how its six
internal sinusoidal oscillators were interfacing with each other. Shown in Figure 3.11 are
the four basic algorithm building blocks. These basic types can then be compounded or
modified slightly to produce a full algorithm that utilized all six of the internal oscillator-
envelope pairs, although it is not necessary to use all six of them. It should be noted that
in Figure 3.11, only the oscillators are shown, but the envelopes are implied, as for the
implementation for this application, the output of each oscillator is always fed through an
envelope, and in the event an envelope is disabled, it simply passed the oscillator input
through without modifying it.
Figure 3.11: Four fundamental algorithm blocks used by Yamaha DX7. Yellow oscillators
represent modulators, whereas green oscillators represent carriers.
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In order to implement the user-programmable algorithm capability for the application,
the first step is to rewrite the existing underlying software from function-call based to
object-oriented programming, so that it would be easier to instantiate multiple “oscillator”
and “envelope” objects, each responsible for maintaining their user programmed character-
istics. Shown below is a list of basic requirements defined for what we believe the algorithm
functionality for the application should have, as well as other constraints that makes the
implementation easier to program.
1. There are 6 Oscillators, each capable of generating the four basic waveforms, as well
as their integrals, and random noise.
2. There are 6 Envelopes, each capable of generating both the amplitude and modulation
envelopes for the three existing instrument types – woodwind, brass, and percussion.
3. User can set the frequency and shape of each oscillator.
4. User can set the amplitude/modulation envelope shapes for each envelope.
5. Each oscillator can behave as a modulator (outputs into another oscillator’s phase
argument), carrier (outputs directly to the main output of the algorithm block), as
well as both a modulator and carrier simultaneously.
6. Oscillator have priority, meaning that the first oscillator can input its output as the
phase input to the second oscillator in the same sample calculation, but the second
oscillator’s feedback into the first oscillator will have a single sample delay.
7. Any modulator can output into the phase argument for any other carrier oscillator,
with potential delays based on the priority.
8. All oscillators can feedback into themselves, but only with a one sample delay.
9. One modulator can modulate multiple carriers to implement the root block function-
ality.
10. All oscillators can output directly to the main output of the algorithm.
11. Multiple modulators can input into a single carrier’s phase argument, with their
outputs being averaged to implement the branch block functionality.
12. The overall output is calculated by averaging over all of the carrier oscillators.
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Thus, as mentioned above, in order to implement algorithm functionality, it was paramount
to pivot from the existing function-call based programming implemented in version 1.0 of
the application to object oriented programming for the version 2.0 of the application. The
first step is to implement oscillators and envelopes as objects, so multiple oscillators and
envelopes can be enumerated, each capable of storing their respective data to determine
what shape of waveform at which frequency, or which envelope to produce. On top of that,
the algorithm itself is implemented as an object, which can allow future improvements to
the application where numerous algorithm objects are instantiated, each tied to a different
key on the 25-key keyboard interface, to allow for multiple key presses and polyphony.
However, focusing on just the implementation of a single algorithm object, it is easy
to imagine the overall algorithm as a 6 × 7 array, where the rows represent the current
oscillator, and the columns within each row represent where the oscillator is outputting its
data to, with the last column being the actual output of the algorithm itself. This is best
explained by Figure 3.12, where on the left, it shows a boolean array that can be set by the
user, and on the right, it depicts the actual algorithm implemented. Note that in Figure
3.12, it does not show amplitude envelopes, but they are intrinsically tied to the output of
the oscillators, and their existence is implied.
Figure 3.12: 2D Array representation of the proposed algorithm functionality
implementation.
In the 2D array shown in Figure 3.12, each row represents where the output of the
oscillator corresponding to the row is routed to. So, for example, in row 1 (highlighted in
red), oscillator A’s output is fed into the input of oscillator B, indicating that oscillator A
is the modulator for oscillator B. Similarly, in row 6 (highlighted in blue), it is shown that
oscillator F’s output is fed back into itself (with a delay of 1 sample), as well as it goes to the
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summer to calculate the main output of the algorithm. Similarly, each column represents
what the phase inputs are to said oscillator. So, for example, in column 1 (highlighted in
green), oscillator A’s phase input is the output of oscillator B. However, since the output
of oscillator A will be calculated before the output of oscillator B (priority), this counts
as a feedback, and thus a one sample delay is applied. On the contrary, in column 4
(highlighted in purple), oscillator’s D’s phase input is the output of oscillator C, which
is calculated prior to oscillator D, and thus there is no need for a delay block. Finally,
the last column labeled “OUT” represents which oscillator’s output will be passed on to
the summer and be the output sample of the entire algorithm implemented. Note that
while Figure 3.12 does not represent the full capabilities of the algorithms that can be
programmed using this method, it does show how a basic algorithm can be represented as
a 2D array, which then gives insight as to how the user can go about programming their
custom algorithms.
Finally, Figure 3.13 shows the programming flowchart utilized to implement the algo-
rithm functionality. The flowchart shows the decisions and the actions made when calcu-
lating a single sample when a note is pressed. Note that the “Key Pressed” conditional
is present in the flow chart because originally, all of the new classes (oscillator, envelope,
and algorithm) were written to be used such that they could allow the user to continuously
hold down a key and based on the envelope selected, the note will maintain a “sustained”
value for as long as the key was pressed down. However, due to unforeseen issues with
Android architecture, that functionality is put on hold, but the underlying code still allows
for continuous key press. More on this is discussed in Section 4.3.
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Figure 3.13: Program flowchart used to implement the “Algorithm” functionality.
3.5 Arctangent Distortion Effect
Initially, three different soft-clipping distortion effects were tested before eventually set-
tling on an arctangent distortion effect provided by resource [7] and described by Equation
(3.18). This function provides greater control in the shift between the clipping intensity





As opposed to hard-clipping distortion, which cuts off the amplitude of the waveform at
a certain threshold value, soft-clipping produces a less harsh sound by gradually clipping
the amplitude values along a curve. As a result, the distortion produced by this effect
provides a “warmer” type of distortion compared to a hard cutoff distortion.
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After applying arctangent distortion to a sine wave for increasing values of α, it can be
observe that arctangent distortion will cause the sine wave to start to resemble more of
a square wave, as shown in Figure 3.14, indicating the presence of additional harmonics
being added in the frequency spectrum, and therefore producing a more distorted sound.
Figure 3.14 also highlights how arctangent distortion is a soft-clipping function due to the
rounded edges near the clipped part of the waveform.
(a) α = 1 (b) α = 5
(c) α = 20
Figure 3.14: Applying arctangent soft-clipping distortion function for increasing values of
α.
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3.6 Feedback Echo-Delay Effect
Figure 3.15: Block diagram for delay equation.
The delay implemented in our audio FX processor (originally outlined in resource [8])
is a feedback delay described by Figure 3.15 and the linear constant-coefficient difference
equation (LCCDE) given in Equation (3.19), where M is the delay length in samples. In
order to keep the output bounded, aM cannot be greater than 1, and so for our application,
we choose values of b0 = 1 and aM = 0.5 so that the amplitude of the delayed output
gets cut in half every delay period. A circular buffer with a length of M is used to hold
the values of the past output samples. Figure 3.16 illustrates the flowchart utilized to
implement the feedback delay effect.
y[n] = b0 · x[n] + aM · y[n−M ] (3.19)
Figure 3.16: Delay effect flowchart.
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To verify a correct implementation of the delay effect, we can provide an impulse as the
input to our delay function, setting the delay time to 1 ms at a sampling rate of 50000
samples/sec. Equation (3.20) is used to convert the delay time in milliseconds to samples,
which tells us that if we supply the input of our delay function with an impulse at n=0,
we should see the impulse decrease in amplitude by half every 50 samples, which we can
observe in Figure 3.17.




= 50 samples (3.20)
Figure 3.17: Impulse response for feedback delay of 1 ms for Fs = 50,000 samples/sec.
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3.7 Chorus Effect
Figure 3.18: Block diagram for chorus equation.
The chorus effect implemented in our audio FX processor (also outlined in resource [8])
is essentially a feed-forward delay effect with a time-varying delay. As its name suggests,
the chorus effect replicates what a tone would sound like if simultaneously performed by
multiple voices. Because no two voices will ever be able to realistically maintain the exact
same pitch or hit a note at the exact same instance in time, the chorus effect uses a delay line
modulated by a low-frequency oscillator (LFO) to vary the pitch and arrival of another copy
of the input sample. Equation (3.22) describes the function used to generate the modulated
delay line samples, while Equation (3.21) describes the overall difference equation for a
two-voice chorus effect. According to resource [8], which outlines the general process for
implementing the chorus effect, the delay range for chorus should remain between 10 ms
and 50 ms. In this application, we use the LFO to vary the delay between 20 ms and 30
ms.
y[n] = b0 · x[n] + bM · x[n−M [n]] (3.21)
M [n] = M0 +Md · sin(ωdn) (3.22)
As we are using a modulated delay line, one of the issues that can arise from this is
unwanted distortion in the output signal. For our feedback delay effect, we do not perceive
any distortion at the output because each input sample gets delayed by a fixed amount of
samples, meaning that the group delay remains a constant value. However, for the chorus
effect, having abrupt changes in the delay time can introduce distortion, so the solution
is to implement a “fractional delay” that can gradually shift the delay over time without
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distorting the output. In order to attain a fractional delay, linear interpolation between
samples is used to get an estimate of what the input signal’s value might be at a non-integer
value that lies between any two defined samples. Equation (3.23) describes how we can use
linear interpolation to estimate the input signal value between neighboring samples, where
k represents a fractional value between 0 and 1.
x[n+ k] = (1− k) ∗ x[n] + k ∗ x[n+ 1] (3.23)
Just as with the delay effect, the chorus effect makes use of a circular buffer to store past
values. The size of the buffer needs to be large enough to accommodate for the maximum
possible delay time as it uses a variable time-delay amount. Figure 3.19 illustrates the
flowchart used to implement the chorus effect.
Figure 3.19: Chorus effect flowchart.
Because the chorus effect utilizes past input samples rather than past output samples,
the impulse response does little to aid in the visual validation of the chorus effect since
there is no feedback as with the echo delay function, meaning that we will not be able to
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observe how the delay changes over time for the chorus effect with just a single impulse.
For effects like chorus, verification of the correct implementation is best done qualitatively
by listening to the actual audio output. However, we can still look at the shape of the
overall output plot for a sine wave input to determine if the LFO that varies the delay-time
is operating properly. Intuitively, for the chorus effect, we expect a time-varying delay to
result in an output that continuously cycles through phases of constructive and destructive
interference as the current input sample and delayed sample are summed together; this
behavior is illustrated in Figure 3.20. In this case, the frequency of the LFO is set to 0.5
Hz, meaning that for a 4 second sine wave, we expect to see the shape of the chorus output
pattern replicated twice, which we can indeed see in Figure 3.20.
Figure 3.20: Output of chorus effect for a sinusoidal input.
3.8 Filters
There are also two very basic filters implemented for the application, one low pass, and
one high pass. Since filter design is not a primary objective for this project, the filters
implemented are very basic in their design, and are by no means the type of quality filters
which would be required for high end music equalization applications. However, even the
basic filters implemented are useful for many drum-like sounds such as hi-hat or snare
drum, which are mostly composed of a lot of noise anyways. Figure 3.21 shows the block
diagram for the Low-pass filter as well as its frequency response, and Figure 3.22 shows
the block diagram and the frequency response of the high pass filter. As can be seen from
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their respective block diagrams, both of the filters are a delay-feedforward design, where
the output is calculated using the current sample and a single delayed sample. The only
difference between the low-pass filter and the high-pass filter is that the gain of the delayed
sample for the low-pass filter is +0.5 where is the gain for the delayed sample for the high-
pass filter is −0.5. The reason for reducing the gain for both the input and the delayed
sample by a half is so that the output is unity gain, which can be observed in the two
filter’s respective frequency response as the Magnitude of the output maxes out at 0db.
(a) Low-pass filter block diagram (b) Low-pass filter frequency response
Figure 3.21: Basic low-pass filter implemented.
(a) High-pass filter block diagram (b) High-pass filter frequency response





The first step while developing this application was to ensure that all of the classes such
as the oscillator, envelope, and the algorithm classes performed as expected by producing
the expected audio waveforms. Therefore, before implementing the entire application, the
code written to generate the audio buffer was unit tested, and any bugs were fixed. The
first test was to see if the oscillator class was working properly, and to test that, all four
of the standard waveforms (sine, triangle, sawtooth, and square), as well as their integrals,
were generated using a bare-bones version of the Android application. Figure 4.1 shows
that the oscillator class successfully produced all the different waveform shapes. The audio
buffer was copied from Android Studio debugger for each waveform type and the data was
used to form these plots.
Figure 4.1: Plots of the waveforms generated by the Android application.
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The next test performed was to see if the envelope class was working properly. In
order to do that, an envelope object was “attached” at the output of an oscillator object in
Android Studio, and the four implemented envelopes were tested. Figure 4.2 shows that the
envelope class successfully applies the amplitude envelope to the output of the oscillator
class. In Figure 4.2, the blue waveforms is the output of the audio buffer, whereas the
orange waveforms are generated using Python to show that the audio buffer produced by
the Android application conforms to the envelopes envisioned.
Figure 4.2: Plots of the four envelope types generated by Android Studio.
Finally, the algorithm class was tested to see if it would perform FM synthesis, as well as
correctly set-up the six available oscillator and envelope objects properly. Figure 4.3 shows
a successful test of the algorithm class. For this test, the carrier oscillator is set to be a
square waveform type, with its envelope set to the woodwind type, and the modulating
oscillator is set to be sinusoidal with a constant envelope. The result is as expected, where
a square waveform is modulated in a sinusoidal pattern as is indicated by the pulse width
of the square waves, and the overall envelope matches that of a woodwind type instrument.
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Figure 4.3: Plot of a simple “algorithm” waveform produced by the Android application.
4.2 Android Application
As mentioned earlier in the Introduction, this project went through two main phases.
Phase one of this project was completed previously in ECE 420, and resulted in a simplistic
application focusing solely on FM Synthesis. The application was designed to be an educa-
tional tool as it abstracted away a lot of the parameters the user could play with. Figure 4.4
shows the original user interface (UI) for version 1.0 of the application. This version of the
application performed FM Synthesis only, and provided essentially two “oscillators” and
two “envelopes”, except that rather than object oriented, it was mostly function-call based
so there were no oscillator or envelope objects, but just simple mathematical functions that
computed the audio buffer.
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Figure 4.4: SimpleSynth Version 1.0 user interface.
However, the focus of this thesis is version 2.0 of the application. Figure 4.5 shows the
updated version of the application, which now includes a lot more parameters the user can
set to produce unique sounds. The trade-off with providing full flexibility to the user is
that the application is now less intuitive to use compared to version 1.0.
Just like version 1.0, version 2.0 of the application provides the same 25-key keyboard
interface, as well as a plot which displays either a time-domain waveform representing the
audio buffer, or its FFT if the “Display FFT” switch is toggled, however, in Figure 4.5,
the plot is showing the brass envelope. When the user makes any changes to the envelope
characteristics of any selected envelope from the six available, the plot displays the envelope
so the user can see the effects of their programmed changes to the envelope shape.
The top left corner of the application (the largest box seen in Figure 4.5) is where the
user can set up the algorithm. It allows the user to control which oscillators are toggled on
or off, how they are interconnected, and which ones output straight to the audio buffer.
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Figure 4.5: SimpleSynth Version 2.0 user interface.
Next to the “Algorithm Matrix” box are the “Envelope Characteristics” and the “Oscil-
lator Characteristics” boxes. When the user selects an Oscillator from the six oscillators
available in the “Envelope Characteristics” box, it automatically updates all the corre-
sponding fields such as Envelope Shape, ADSR timings, Wave shape, etc. in both the
“Envelope Characteristics” and “Oscillator Characteristics” boxes to match what the user
had previously programmed, as well as updates the plot view in the top right corner to
display the envelope shape programmed in. From there on, the user can set all the relevant
parameters for the oscillator-envelope pair.
The “FX Chain” box provides three simple sliders which adjust the parameters for the
three sound effects implemented – Distortion, Chorus, and Echo-Delay – as well as a simple
spinner to switch between which type of filter is applied (or if no filter is applied). Each of
these sliders can be used to vary the presence of each effect; the user can set the clipping of
the distortion from 0% (no clipping) to 100% (maximum clipping possible), the amplitude
of the added chorus voicing from 0% of the input to 70% of the input, and the feedback
delay time in milliseconds from 0 to 2000, in increments of 100.
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The user can also select from some pre-programmed presets. These presets are chosen by
us as they make getting started with the application and FM Synthesis easier by showcasing
the different instrument types. As of right now, if more presets need to be added, they
need to be manually programmed in, as the application does not provide a way for the user
to save their own presets. Currently, the list of pre-programmed presets include:
1. Custom – User has full flexibility to select any settings and do whatever they chose
to do
2. Woodwind – Chowning’s implementation of woodwind type instruments using FM
Synthesis. This preset sets up the frequency ratio between the modulating and carrier
oscillators, as well as sets the appropriate envelopes for each.
3. Brass – Chowning’s implementation of brass type instruments using FM Synthesis.
4. Percussion – Chowning’s implementation of percussion type instruments. This setting
sets up the appropriate envelope for modulator and the carrier oscillators respectively.
5. All 3 Types – This preset just utilizes all six of the oscillators to produce sounds from
all of the previous three presets all at once.
6. Reset – This preset simply clears all the settings and sets the app back to its original
settings.
Finally, the box with four grey boxes inside is a drum-pad. This drum-pad provides four
different-ish drum-kit sounds. However, it should be noted that this functionality is still
work-in-progress, as the synthesis of many different percussion sounds in a drum kit such
as cymbals require more audio filtering using complicated high-pass filters and such, which
are not implemented in the application yet.
4.3 Lack of Polyphony
When developing this application, a significant amount of time was spent on trying to
get polyphony to work. It should be noted that while the true definition of polyphony in
the music industry simply means “multiple voices” or multiple tones played at the same
time, for this project, polyphony truly meant being able to press and hold down multiple
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keyboard keys at the same time. Because the application utilizes six different oscillators,
they can be biased such that a single key press does play 6 different tones, as is shown in
Figure 4.6. However, that is not the same as being able to hold down or press multiple
keys at the same time.
Figure 4.6: Six tones generated by utilizing all six of the available oscillators to produce
sine waves with frequency offset.
In order to achieve polyphony as well as continuous key press to play a sustained note,
multiple threads must be utilized so audio can be streamed rather than fully computing an
audio buffer and then playing the entire buffer at once. The reason for the requirement of
multiple threads is simple: if a key is held down, and only one thread is utilized, the program
will start streaming audio in a blocking manner, and the UI will become unresponsive,
causing the application will crash. However, if the audio buffer calculations are performed
in a separate thread, then the UI will still be responsive, and the application won’t crash
while the audio is being calculated and streamed simultaneously.
The underlying Android architecture for audio processing is very difficult to character-
ize as it uses a push operation [9]. Normally, the underlying audio processing hardware
generates interrupts to let the CPU know when it is ready to receive another buffer of
audio data when it is in streaming mode. However, with Android OS, the architecture uses
push operations, meaning that the software producing the audio buffers (in this case, the
SimpleSynth application itself) pushes the buffer down the audio chain. This makes the
audio chain very unpredictable and also results in high degree of latency variation [9]. This
perhaps may be one of the major reasons for a lack of music synthesis applications for the
Android platform.
When multi-threading is attempted, there are some issues that we run into. There are
two threads instantiated, one is the main thread which handles the UI, and the second is
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the audio thread which generated the audio buffer for continuous audio streaming. Firstly,
there is a noticeable delay (couple hundred milliseconds, yet varying amounts each time)
between a key being pressed and it being recognized by the audio thread, and a similar
lag is observed when the key is released, and the audio stops playing. Initially, we thought
perhaps this was because despite making the key presses volatile variable types internally
in the software, performing any operations on them such as changing their state were not
synchronized or thread safe. A workaround to this is changing the key presses to be atomic
variable types, so that any operations performed on them are now thread safe. However,
this does not solve the issue, and the latency between a key being pressed and it being
recognized by the second audio thread remains.
For simplicity’s sake, and to further test and debug the latency issue, the entire algorithm
capability, as well as oscillator and envelope objects are completely removed, and the audio
thread is only made to produce a single note, i.e. a single sine operation. However, even with
this, the latency remains, which proves that this is not an issue with the implementation
of the algorithm, oscillator, or envelope classes.
Despite that, the latency between the key being pressed and the note being played is not
the main issue with using multiple threads. The main issue is something we are still not
quite sure why it happens. Once the application is launched, it will play a note perfectly fine
for about one and a half minutes. After that, the audio will start clipping spontaneously,
and stutter, as if it is not receiving a full audio buffer containing a sine wave, or as if some of
the data is corrupted. When we try to debug this issue using the Android Studio debugger,
the audio track library resets the audio play function, flushing the remaining audio buffer
every time because the debugger adds so much delay to collect all relevant data that the
audio track times out after not receiving any buffers. Therefore, it is impossible to debug
why the audio starts clipping spontaneously with the standard Android Studio debugger.
Unfortunately, this is where we also run into major road blocks due to our limited Android
Studio and Android OS knowledge, and decide to abandon the multi-threading idea and




5.1 Discussion of Results
As a recap, there are three main objectives with this project. The primary objective is
to develop a mobile music synthesis application focusing on FM synthesis, which ties in
with the secondary objective to develop the application for the Android OS as there is a
distinct lack of music synthesis applications for Android OS compared to iOS. The third
objective is of personal growth, as I want to expand my skill set and learn android app
development along with Java programming.
Based on the outcome of the application, one can argue that all three of the objectives
are fulfilled to varying degrees. I believe that the application goes above and beyond simple
FM synthesis, and so the primary objective is fulfilled. The addition of user programmable
algorithm, along with multiple oscillators and envelopes makes the application more flexible
to perform not just FM synthesis, but also additive synthesis. Not just that, but the
application is also aesthetically pleasing, and relatively easy and intuitive to use, which is
an added bonus.
The second objective focuses primarily on developing a music synthesis application for
Android studio. While the application developed does exist on the android platform, there
are still many flaws with it. One of the key things I learned while developing this applica-
tion is why there is a distinct lack of music synthesis applications on the Android platform.
While Apple has standardized their products and have custom hardware architecture for
audio processing, the variety in the hardware available on Android devices is quite aston-
ishing. For example, this application works for Lenovo tabM10 FHD Plus, however, in
order to port the application to a different device, changes would need to be made to the
layout of the user interface so that all the different buttons and such fit appropriately in
the screen. Not only that, but how the hardware functions internally for the device, such
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as its digital-to-analog converter (DAC), or even the native sampling frequency, may affect
the quality of sound produced.
Because we are unable to ascertain the issue with multi-threading and the seemingly
spontaneous corruption of audio buffer when audio is streamed, the application itself isn’t
as good as it can be. Although it can be considered just speculation at this phase, we
have reason to believe that the spontaneous corruption of data is inherently tied to how
the audio chain is implemented under-the-hood in the Android architecture. The usage of
push operations makes it very difficult to ascertain when the audio buffer is ready to receive
more data, and perhaps this results in data corruption as eventually either not enough data
is pushed to the audio hardware internal buffer, or if too much data is pushed to it and it
has to flush out some of the data in its queue. It is quite peculiar that the audio streaming
works perfectly fine for about a minute and a half, and then spontaneously gets corrupted
afterwards, without showing an obvious pattern.
Finally, the third objective for the project is that of personal growth. I believe that this
objective is completely fulfilled. I learned a tremendous amount of java programming, along
with object-oriented programming concepts, as well as some system level programming
when experimenting with threads. Without this project, I would not have learned Java
programming at all, nor would I have learned anything about app development. In fact,
this project has inspired me to learn even more and continue developing this application
until I can successfully get it up to the standards of a commercial mobile music synthesis
app.
5.2 Future Work
The existence of flaws can also be interpreted as opportunities for improvement, and
there are a few opportunities for improvements for this application. For starters, the first,
and the most logical improvement that needs to be made to the application is revisiting
multi-threading and allowing for a continuous audio streaming capability. This would allow
for true polyphony to occur as the user would be able to press multiple keys at the same
time, as well as allowing for sustained playback of certain instrument types. Overall, this
would provide the user with a much richer experience, as the user would be able to play
chords like with an actual keyboard.
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Another worthy extension to the application is to build in a sequencer. Ideally, the
sequencer would allow users to program their synthesized sounds into loops that the ap-
plication can play back at a certain beats-per-minute measure set by the user. This would
enable users to layer sounds on top of one another and create sequences of music composed
of multiple electronic instruments. The sequencer could also be utilized as a looper, so
perhaps the user can play some notes, record them, which then get set into the sequencer
for continuous looping.
Another functionality that could be added to this project to further provide the user with
control over the synthesized waveform is an interactive equalization section that would allow
users to boost or reduce the bass, mids, and/or treble tones of their sounds, similar to the
controls that one would find on a guitar amplifier. Not just that, but the general addition
of filter design would help with better sound synthesis, because with the current setup,
many classic percussion sounds such as cymbals cannot be produced accurately.
Finally, the constraints for the algorithm design can be loosened, which means that rather
than only being able to perform FM or Additive synthesis, perhaps more operations can
be provided so that amplitude modulation (AM) synthesis, or even subtractive synthesis,
can be achieved. This would allow the user utmost flexibility on how they choose the six
internal oscillators to interact with each other.
While many of these changes require further investigation into the underlying architecture
of Android OS, as well as potential rewriting of sections of existing Java code, they are all
worthy improvements as they not only make the application more powerful, but they also
provide the user with a much richer experience.
5.3 Final Words
In this thesis, we discussed the implementation of an Android OS music synthesis ap-
plication with frequency modulation (FM) synthesis as its backbone. We discussed the
mathematical background behind FM synthesis, as well as the mathematical functions
required to generate different wave shapes and amplitude envelopes that mirror real life
instrument types. We also discussed an example methodology in which user-programmable
algorithms can be handled in software, as well as the limitations of the application.
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We conclude that while this application accomplishes many of the objectives that were
laid out for this project, there are still many areas in which it can be improve. While many
of the improvements require a radical change to the software written to implement this
application, as well as a deeper inspection of the underlying functionality of Android OS
and how threads interact with the audio track on android devices, the changes are more
than worth the time investment. As mentioned in the Introduction, this application is open
source, and the source code can be found at my github page [10], and it is also provided





A.1 Overview of Frequency Modulation Equation
An overview of the FM equation is required as it helps understand how different wave-
form shapes (specifically the integrals of triangle, sawtooth, and square waves) are derived
and approximated. It should be noted that for pure FM synthesis, the integral of the
modulating waveform is required, and therein lies the greatest difference between phase
modulation (which doesn’t integrate the modulating waveform), and frequency modulation
(which does integrate the modulating waveform). In general, Equation (A.1) to Equation
(A.3) describes the frequency modulation equation, where a carrier wave, c(t), is modulated
by a modulating wave m(t), producing the modulated output signal f(t). Kf is defined as
the frequency deviation constant, which weighs how much the modulating function impacts
the instantaneous frequency, fi.





fi = fc +Kfm(t) (A.3)
Combining Equations (A.1), (A.2), and (A.3), f(t) can be expressed as shown in Equation
(A.4). Once the integration of the modulating wave is performed, the extra coefficients that
get pulled out of the integral can be combined with Kf and absorbed into a modulation
index M .
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A.2 Triangle Wave as a Modulating Function
Equations (A.5) to (A.10) outline the derivation of the instantaneous phase expression
for the frequency modulation equation when the modulating function is a triangle wave for
pure FM synthesis.























































Equation (A.11) describes a function that closely models the integral of the triangle
wave. Figure A.1 highlights the two waveforms plotted against each other which shows the

















Figure A.1: Comparison between integrated Fourier-synthesized triangle wave and
approximation function.
A.3 Sawtooth Wave as a Modulating Function
Equations (A.12) to (A.17) outline the derivation of the instantaneous phase expression
for the frequency modulation equation when the modulating function is a sawtooth wave
for pure FM synthesis.















































The shape of the integrated sawtooth wave is closely modeled by Equation (A.18). Since
neither of these waveforms on their own are normalized to take on amplitude values that
span from -1 to 1 as is the case with other waveform shapes, Equation (A.19) describes an
equivalent expression between the two when normalized. The comparison of the integrated
sawtooth wave and the approximating function is highlighted in Figure A.2. As can be seen
from the plots, the difference between the Fourier Synthesized Sawtooth Integral waveform





























Figure A.2: Comparison between integrated Fourier-synthesized sawtooth wave and
approximation function.
A.4 Square Wave as a Modulating Function
Equations (A.20) to (A.25) outline the derivation of the instantaneous phase expression
for the frequency modulation equation when the modulating function is a square wave.
Intuitively, we expect the integrated square wave to yield a triangle wave since integrating
a constant will produce a linear function.




















































Equation (A.26) describes the approximating function that can be used to recreate a
triangle wave (i.e. the integral of a square wave). As shown in Figure A.3, the approximat-
ing function is just a phase-shifted and rescaled version of the integration result from the
Fourier-synthesis square wave equation. Equation (A.27) describes an equivalent expression
between the two after appropriate scaling and phase shifting to normalize both equations.
From Figure A.3, it can be seen that the difference between the Fourier synthesized square
integral waveform and the approximation function is on the order of 10−2. As more Fourier
coefficients are used, this difference decreases as the approximation function, i.e. Equation




































The subsections in this appendix provide brief descriptions for the source code in the
supplementary files accompanying the thesis. Note that the titles of the subsections corre-
spond to the files provided in the simpleSynth project.zip folder, except for subsection B.6,
which lists some minor assorted XML files that had changes made to them. Essentially,
small explanations for any file that was made for the app, or any default Android Studio
file that was altered even the slightest amount is provided in this section. The source code
can also be found at [10].
B.1 MainActivity.java
This is the MainActivity java class, which is essentially the main file where all the
libraries are implemented, and the main loop code is defined. Within the MainActivity
class is where the java side app interface is setup, i.e. the code for what happens when a
button on the application user interface is pressed. This file instantiates versions of other
custom defined classes such as the Algorithm Class.
B.2 Algorithm.java
This is the Algorithm java class, which implements the user programmable algorithm.
Each instance of this class enumerates and initializes 6 oscillator-envelope pairs, and pro-
vides many methods used for setting parameters for the oscillators or envelopes, as well
as provides a getSample() method which can be called inside a for loop to continuously
calculate an audio buffer. The class is written to provide multi-threading capability, i.e.
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the getSample() method can be called continuously, however, as mentioned in the thesis,
that functionality is not utilized. Instances of this class are used within the MainActivity
class, where one instance is used to represent they keyboard keys, and four other instances
are used separately for the pre-programmed drumpad where none of the parameters for the
algorithm nor the internal oscillator-envelope pairs are altered.
B.3 Oscillator.java
This is the Oscillator java class, which allows the user to instantiate oscillator objects.
The main purpose of this class is to define the mathematical functions utilized generate
different waveform shapes, which include sine, cosine, triangle, triangle integral, sawtooth,
sawtooth integral, square, square integral (which is just triangle), and random noise. The
user can define the characteristics of each oscillator object, such as the wave shape, the
frequency, etc. Instances of this class are utilized within the Algorithm Class.
B.4 Envelope.java
This is the Envelope java class, which allows the user to instantiate multiple envelope
objects. The main purpose of this class is to generate the five envelope shapes described
in this thesis: Constant envelope, woodwind envelope, brass envelope, percussion ADSR
envelope, and percussion modulation envelope. This class provides many methods that
allows the user to program envelope shaping parameters such as the attack time, the decay
time, or the maximum value of the envelope, etc. Instances of this class are utilized within
the Algorithm Class.
B.5 activity main.xml
This is the XML file where the XML code for defining the app UI aesthetics is described.
The entire layout of the app UI including every button, every slider, every text field, etc.
are all defined within this app. This app controls how the UI should be laid out, and how
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every object on the UI should look. MainActivity class directly interfaces with the objects
defined in this file.
B.6 Other Assorted XML Files
1. strings.xml This file contains custom strings which are utilized in the application,
such as the strings that appear for different spinner selector objects, such as the
Octave Select spinner, or the Oscillator Wave Shape Spinner, etc.
2. background gradient.xml This file contains the background gradient utilized in
the application.
3. wave gradient.xml This file contains the color gradient used for different “boxes”
on the UI, such as the box for Envelope Characteristics, etc.
4. osc togglebutton color.xml and osc togglebutton text color.xml These two
files dictate how the color of the toggle buttons in the Algorithm Matrix should
change when they are clicked.
5. styles.xml This file contains the overall color styles for the Android application, such
as the accent colors for toggle switches, and the theme used for the app.
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